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This supplementary information presents a small comment section, 3 tables, and 10 self-5 
explanatory figures. They illustrate details of the individual 2009-2017 tests and the mean 6 
source model. Location at 41.3° N, 129.07° E, frequency range 0.03-0.09 Hz, velocity 7 
model Crust 2.0 and source depth of 1.5 km are used, unless stated otherwise. For used 8 
stations, see Figure 1 of the main text.  9 
 10 
Miscellaneous comments  11 
 12 
References to Figures S1 to S5 have been made in the main text. Here we briefly 13 
introduce the remaining supplementary plots.  14 

In addition to Figure 3 of the main text (0.03-0.09 Hz), in Figure S6 the mean 15 
model was calculated also in the frequency range of 0.03-0.06 Hz (as in Liu et al, 2018, 16 
denoted as Paper 1). The model retained its opening crack nature, featuring smaller 17 
uncertainty. The implication is that the parameter tradeoffs found in Figure 3a (for 0.03-18 
0.09 Hz) represent a conservative error estimate. By “conservative” we mean that using 19 
the broader frequency range we face a greater uncertainty, but it is more likely that the 20 
real (though unknown) source model is present among our PDF samples. Obviously, even 21 
more conservative error estimates could be obtained if we were to accept possible source 22 
depths < 0.5 km, but then we would effectively lose any resolution.  23 
 To discuss the effect of the velocity model, in Figures S7 and S8 we include our 24 
own. The velocity model Winv2017 was obtained by inverting waveforms of the 2017 25 
event, using full MT of that event. The inversion method (Plicka and Zahradník, 2014) is 26 
based on the Neighborhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999). Compared to Crust 2.0, the 27 
best-fitting model has a 4-km thick low-velocity layer at the top, and a shallower Moho, 28 
similarly to the MDJ2 model (Ford et al., 2009) that we tested in Paper 1. The Winv2017 29 
model somewhat shifts the source type off the pure crack model, increasing DC% and 30 
decreasing CLVD%. However, because Figure S7 indicated significant uncertainty in 31 
Winv2017, we constructed our mean source model in Crust 2.0.  32 
 Figure S9 is a demonstration of the posterior covariance matrix of the model 33 
parameters, Cm. Figure S10 gives an example of a possible practical use of the mean MT 34 
model of the present paper. Template synthetics due to the mean model are shown to be 35 
strongly incompatible with real data of a small event which occurred near the DPRK test 36 
site, thus proving its dissimilarity to the 2009-2017 nuclear tests. The same event – a 37 
natural earthquake - can be well fitted by a pure shear source model. That is how standard 38 
magnitude-based discrimination criteria can be effectively complemented by the mean 39 
source model of this paper.      40 
  41 
 42 
 43 
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Table S1. Basic seismic parameters of the North Korea tests (USGS).  44 
 45 

Date 
(yyy-mm-dd) 

UTC Time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

mb  Ms 

2017-09-03 03:30:01 6.3 5.1 
2016-09-09 00:30:01 5.3 4.7 
2016-01-06 01:30:01 5.1 3.8 
2013-02-12 02:57:51 5.1 4.0 
2009-05-25 00:54:43 4.7 - 

 46 
 47 
Table S2. Source models of the 2009-2017 tests and the mean model for an assumed 48 
depth of 1.5 km, derived in the present paper. For uncertainties, see Figure S3. For details 49 
(e.g. definition of scalar moment Mo, DC percentage, etc.), see Křížová et al. (2013). 50 
 51 

Test Mo (Nm) Mw DC(%) CLVD(%) ISO(%) VR(%) Strike/Dip/Rake (°) 
2017 3.523E+17 5.6  8 32 60  88 135/36/85 
2016b 2.940E+16 4.9  12  31  57  86  144/23/72 
2016a 1.748E+16 4.8  12  34  54  83  209/16/84 
2013 1.536E+16 4.7  6  37 57  87  106/46/61 
2009 8.549E+15 4.6  8  32  60  83  128/38/77 
mean  1    - 8  32  60  88  136/33/76 

 52 
 53 
 54 
 55 
Table S3. Full moment tensors (in Nm) for an assumed depth of 1.5 km, derived in the 56 
present paper. For uncertainties, see Figure S3. In the coordinate system of the 57 
eigenvectors, the unit mean MT is diagonal and its decomposition into the DC, inclined 58 
CLVD and ISO reads: (1, 0.44, 0.33) = 0.11 (1, 0, -1)  +  0.3 (1, -½, - ½)  + (0.59, 0.59, 59 
0.59). Therefore, the ratio of the MCLVD and MI moments (Patton and Taylor, 2011) is 60 
MCLVD/MI ~ 0.5. The cited authors explain the relatively large CLVD part as being due to 61 
the free-surface surface effect and the shock waves. Deviation of the principal CLVD 62 
axis from the vertical comes most probably from the pronounced 3D topography of the 63 
site. In our opinion, no speculations (e.g. local structural and tectonic heterogeneities, 64 
anisotropy, asymmetry of the cavity, etc.) should be made before 3D topography 65 
modeling is performed, but this is beyond the scope of the present article.    66 
 67 

Test Mrr Mtt Mpp Mrt Mrp Mtp Exponent 

2017 4.286 1.751 1.753 -0.204 0.410 0.151 E+17 
2016b 3.273 1.487 1.572 -0.104 0.960 0.114 E+16 
2016a 1.866 0.896 0.899 0.428 0.567 0.061 E+16 
2013 1.789 0.707 0.825 0.185 0.348 0.118 E+16 
2009 1.031 0.420 0.435 -0.002 0.121 0.043 E+15 
mean 1.181   0.511 0.518 -0.017 0.184 0.044 E+0 
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 69 
 70 
Figure S1. Effect of the source-station configuration upon the MT resolvability. (a) Map 71 
of stations. We distinguish the NW subset of distant stations (BEL, LUB, BJT), the SE 72 
subset of distant stations (INCN, JTU, JGF, GJMF, NKGF), and near stations, same as in 73 
the main text (black triangles). We use the source depth of 1.5 km, full moment tensor of 74 
Table 1 of the main text, and velocity model Crust 2.0. Noise-free synthetic seismograms, 75 
inverted in the same velocity model in various station subsets and in two frequency 76 
ranges always return the input moment tensor. However, (b) As demonstrated in the 77 
table, the theoretical resolvability characterized by the condition number (CN) is variable. 78 
Note that CN determines vulnerability of the MT inversion to data errors, thus we 79 
appreciate a substantial positive effect of the near stations in decreasing CN.   80 
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 82 
Figure S2. Waveform fit for tests 2009-2017, and for the mean model. The R, T, Z denote the 83 
radial, transverse and vertical component. Real band-pass displacement data (black) are 84 
compared with synthetic data (red). Shown in gray are non-inverted disturbed data. Empty 85 
boxes are used if all three components are missing. For stations, encoded on the right, see the 86 
main text. a) 2009 and 2013, b) 2016a and 2016b, c) 2017 and mean. 87 
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 88 
 89 
Figure S3. Trade-off plots for tests 2009-2017 and for the mean source model. Random 90 
samples (1000 black dots) were drawn from probability density function, treating the 91 
source depth and moment tensor as model parameters. Best-fit solutions at five trial 92 
depths are marked by red crosses. Uncertainty of nodal lines, corresponding to the (very 93 
small) DC part, is depicted in the inset beachball, together with schematic T axes. The 94 
use of the simplest (diagonal) covariance matrix Cd in deriving these results is not 95 
critical, because the noise is low in the studied frequency range (Figure S2). MT 96 
inversion of noisy data would need a full Cd (Vackář et al., 2017). 97 
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 100 
Figure S4. Nodal lines and P-T axes of the (small) DC part of moment tensors; tests 101 
2009-2017 and the mean model. Here, the P and T axes of the DC part are the 102 
eigenvectors of the moment tensor corresponding to the absolute-valued intermediate and 103 
largest eigenvalue of the deviatoric MT part, respectively (i.e., the smallest and largest 104 
eigenvalues of the full MT). Best-fit solutions at depth of 1.5 km are shown. For 105 
uncertainties, see Figure S3. The 2016a event is only apparently anomalous; note that its 106 
B axis (coinciding with the pink full circle, i.e. the P-axis of 2013) agrees with the P-axes 107 
of other tests. This is an effect of a comparable size of the smallest and intermediate 108 
eigenvalues of the 2016a full MT, making the P and B axes indistinguishable.  109 
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 110 
 111 
Figure S5. Source-type plots (top) and moment-tensor component ratios (bottom) for the 112 
2009-2017 tests and for the mean model. Only the relevant upper part of the source-type 113 
plot is shown. Random samples (1000 dots) were drawn from the posterior probability 114 
density function, treating the source depth and moment tensor as model parameters. The 115 
short-dash red lines, starting at linear vector dipoles (LVD), mark the theoretical regions 116 
of pure compressive and dilatational first motions over the whole focal sphere.   117 
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 120 
Figure S6. Effect of the frequency range 0.03-0.09 Hz, VR=88% (left) and 0.03-0.06 Hz 121 
VR=91% (right) upon the tradeoff plots (top) and source-type plots (bottom) in the mean 122 
data inversion. The tradeoff plots obtained for 0.05-0.09 Hz, VR=91% (not shown) were 123 
almost identical to those of 0.03-0.09 Hz. 124 
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 126 
 127 
Figure S7. Velocity models tested in this paper: Crust 2.0 (dashed line) and Winv2017 128 
(full line). The latter is the best-fit model (VR=90%) obtained by inverting waveforms of 129 
the 2017 test, keeping fixed the 2017 full moment tensor. Here we demonstrate ~12000 130 
models found by the Neighborhood Algorithm. The models are color-coded by their 131 
variance reduction. Shown in red are the most appropriate models, VR > 80%, while blue 132 
is VR < 20%.  Note a significant uncertainty of Moho discontinuity.  133 
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 134 
 135 
Figure S8. Effect of two crustal models Crust 2.0 (left) and Winv2017 (right) upon the 136 
tradeoff plots (top) and source-type plots (bottom) in the mean data inversion, 0.03-0.09 137 
Hz, both VR=88%. To include the uncertainty of velocity models into the derivation of 138 
the mean MT model in future studies, a full Cd covariance matrix should be used, 139 
calculated as in Halló and Gallovič (2016), capturing the large variations > 20% of the 140 
velocity models in shallow depths (see Figure S7).   141 
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 143 
Covariance matrix of model parameters in 1.0e+32 (Nm)2: 144 
      0.0430   -0.0004    0.0050   -0.0112    0.0012    0.0066 145 
                     0.8725   -0.2237    0.0215    0.0130    0.0390 146 
                                    0.6997   -0.0064    0.0059    0.0053 147 
                                                      2.1640    2.0751 4.0244 148 
                                                                  2.1538    4.0309 149 
                                                                                 7.7637   150 
 151 
Model parameters, i.e. weights, a1, … a6 of elementary moment tensors in 1.0e+17 Nm: 152 
           -0.1354   -0.0526    0.5858    0.6976    0.6760    2.2757 153 
 154 
Standard deviations σa1, ... σa6of model parameters in 1.0e+17 Nm: 155 
           0.0208     0.0935    0.0837    0.1472    0.1469    0.2789 156 
           157 
Figure S9. Plot of a normalized covariance matrix Cm, Pearson’s coefficient and a table 158 
of the non-normalized Cm; showing just its upper part. The example refers to the 159 
inversion of mean explosion model in Crust 2.0, 0.03-0.09 Hz, using the reference depth 160 
of 1.5 km. The model parameters are a1-a6 weights of elementary moment tensors, 161 
defined in Eq. 4 of Křížová et al. (2013). Squared standard deviations are on the diagonal 162 
of Cm. Note a very large relative error σa2  / a2 of the parameter a2 = Mxz. The largest 163 
absolute error is  σa6 , i.e. the error of a6 = trace(MT)/3. In Pearson’s plot, see a strong 164 
tradeoff between a4, a5, a6, related to diagonal terms of the moment tensor (Mxx= -a4+a6, 165 
Myy= -a5+a6, Mzz=a4+a5+a6). 166 
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 167 
 168 
Figure S10. A small natural earthquake Mw 3.4 which occurred near the DPRK test site 169 
on September 23, 2017 (Event 3 of our previous Paper 1); frequency range 0.08-0.12 Hz. 170 
(a) Real waveforms (black) are not fitted by template synthetics (red) calculated with the 171 
mean MT model of the present paper; VR=12%. Specifically, Love waves on T 172 
component are underestimated, but some other components are also poorly fitted, e.g. 173 
Rayleigh waves at stations YFT and HUR. This is an example of how the template 174 
derived in the present paper can detect that an event is very dissimilar relative to the 175 
2009-1017 DPRK tests.  (b) The same real waveforms are well fitted, VR=60%, using a 176 
100% DC-constrained source with strike/dip/rake = 77°/32°/-81° (red), as in Figure 2c of 177 
Paper 1. Note that if we invert for full MT of this small event we might obtain some non-178 
DC components, i.e. inversion is less robust than simple comparison with a template.    179 
 180 
 181 
 182 
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